
The high-quality translations, and industry expertise,
as well as the support and flexibility of Tilde during

the implementation process made them an
outstanding machine translation provider.

 

Tilde Machine Translation  is built on years of research and innovation and is powered by the latest AI-driven technologies. Our
systems are created, tested and recommended by linguists and language technology gurus worldwide, becoming a reliable
and effective solution to automate and optimize the translation process and enable communication beyond any language. 

LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGIES

 
Drowning in large translation volumes and tight
deadlines? Overwhelmed with multilingual
content? Struggle to reach clients and employees
speaking different languages?  Then look no
further, language technologies can help you!

Immediate translations of any content, 
 volume, format and language. Optimize your
translation workflow with instant, high quality

translations!
 

Speech-to-text and text-to-speech turn written
speech into text and vice versa. This can help to
save time on everyday tasks as well as ensure
information accessibilityfor visually or hearing

impaired people. 

Provide 24/7 customer service in any
language, format and voice. Virtual assistants

can be implemented in any platform or
social media channel.

VIRTUAL ASSISTANTSMACHINE TRANSLATION SPEECH TECHNOLOGIES

WHY TILDE? 

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

Proven track record of helping
companies all over the world to increase
translation productivity with automated

translation technologies. 

Our technologies will ensure that your
business runs smoothly and efficiently

by adapting multilingualism into its
internal and external processes. 

BUSINESS AUTOMATION
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www.tilde.com

Award-winning neural machine
translation technologies provide secure

automated translations anytime,
anywhere, and for any purpose. (MS

Word, PPT, Excel, PDF, etc.)

MODERN TRANSLATION 

Large  data archive in multiple languages
in various domains

DATA LIBRARY 

Choose among 50+ ready-to-use engines,
custom MT for specific terminology and
domain, or adaptive machine translation

ALL THE NECESSARY TOOLS

Compete security and protection
of proprietary data and intellectual

property

DATA SECURITY

TRUSTED BY

https://tilde.ai/lv


Our research and innovation team has over 20 years of experience in language tech
development. It also collaborates with partners around the world in projects pushing the
limits of MT to create solutions that make your work easier and more effective.

TRANSLATION PLATFORM WEBSITE TRANSLATOR OUTLOOK PLUGIN
Translate text, documents and
websites in a user-friendly
translation platform. Equipped with
many powerful features to
streamline your translation
process. 

No coding, manual translating,
or duplicated pages – let the
machine translation technology
do the job for you!

Send and receive translated emails
without leaving the app. Plug-in is
available for MS Outlook 365 and
2016-2019 desktop versions.

www.tilde.com

Tilde’s cutting edge technology, combined with its
excellent customer support and responsiveness,

makes it a first-class technology partner. 
 
 Paula Reichenberg, Hieronymus CEO

State-of-the-art machine translation technology for
instant, fluent and secure translations
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